The aim of this paper is to identify the trends and direction of Hungarian referenda-related legislation and their interpretation. The paper tries to determine the beneficiaries of the different models -for example the political elite (governmental or opposition parties), emerging political groups, or voters as non-professional (occasional) partakers of politics. The paper relies on the methodology of the science of constitutional law and it applies temporal comparison: it gives an overview of the changes in the regulation of national referenda in Hungary since the change of political regime. During three decades of the Third Hungarian Republic, the national referendum's constitutional role and model changed several times owing to the amendment of the relevant legislation and the changes in the Constitutional Court's and the Hungarian Supreme Court's -called Curia -jurisprudence. A clear trend may be identified from the regulation of referenda: the clearly "referendum-friendly" 1989 rules were amended to become mainly "parliament-friendly". It must be noted, that while the Hungarian constitutional system (unlike German or US system) still contains the institution of national referendum, the citizen-initiated "referendum threat" is decreasing tendentiously. Meanwhile, the political elite, especially the Government and the strongest parties have the greatest chance of organizing a successful referendum. The jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court and the Curia did not follow such a clear trend as the regulation. Both these bodies' jurisprudence contains decisions in favour of referenda and against this form of direct democracy, so their jurisprudence is in a constant flux.
Introduction
Finding the balance between the different forms of democracy is a key issue in all modern, democratic states. There is no general, ideal solution in the balance between representative and direct democracy that could easily be applied to all countries. In fact, this diversity in the role and forms of direct democracy may also be described and examined from a territorial and temporal perspective. The territorial perspective focuses on comparing states, while the temporal approach examines the changes of an issue over time in the very same country. This paper applies the temporal comparison: it gives an overview of the changes in the regulation of national referenda in Hungary since the change of political regime. Two constitutions 2 , one relevant constitutional amendment, three acts on referenda and two acts on procedural issues, several decisions of the Constitutional Court (CC) and the supreme court -now called Curia -mark the three decades of referendum rules in the Third Hungarian Republic, that is, this period abounded with model changes. The aim of this paper is to identify the trends and direction of Hungarian referenda-related legislation and their interpretation. The paper tries to determine the beneficiaries of the different models -for example the political elite (governmental or opposition parties), emerging political groups, or voters as non-professional (occasional) partakers of politics. For this purpose, the paper relies on the methodology of the science of constitutional law: primarily, the examination and interpretation of legal sources -constitutions, statutes and decisions. I examine the Hungarian regulation of national referenda by concentrating on its most important elements. Firstly, I focus on the basic regulation-model of national referenda asking the question: is the model state-centred or fundamental rights oriented? The state-centred interpretation of direct democracy leaves a broader margin of appreciation to the legislator in determining the limits of referenda, while it does not pay much attention to the availability of remedy forums. Meanwhile, the fundamental rights oriented approach is beneficial for individual voters, since they have better chances of enforcing their interests. Secondly, the form of regulation raises the problem of institutional guarantees: which state body is best placed to decide on referendum questions? This aspect sheds light on another face of referenda: the system of separation of powers. On the one hand, the referendum per se can be interpreted as an element of the system of separation of powers 3 . On the other hand, state bodies having competences in the referendum process can also shape the system of checks and balances via the application and interpretation of the relevant legal rules. Thirdly, I will focus on the changes of issues, which affect the role of national referenda: the personal scope of rules governing the submission of referendum initiatives (who?), issues on which holding a referendum is compulsory, admissible and excluded topics (about what?), result (is there a minimal turnout?), effect of the referendum (is the result of the referendum binding?). 4
State-centred and fundamental rights oriented models governing referenda
General remarks
The dual nature of suffrage is commonly accepted in the field of constitutional law: it is first and foremost a means of establishing the representative bodies of the state -raising problems of legitimacy and sovereignty -but it also contributes in part to the creation of the system of state bodies. Meanwhile, suffrage also has a fundamental right aspect, it being a political participation right declared by constitutions. Although this Janus-faced nature of suffrage is well-known, dealing with its fundamental right aspects is exceptional both in the jurisprudence and the practice of courts or constitutional courts. 5 Even less attention is paid in jurisprudence to the other important political participation right, the right to take part in a referendum. The dual nature of suffrage, as emphasized above, is also a relevant characteristic of the right to take part in a referendum. Referenda -and all other forms of direct democracy -are closely associated with the problem of legitimacy and sovereignty, so their constitutional role, the limits of these institutions are interpreted rarely in the frames of fundamental rights and in the context of fundamental rights' dogmatics. The lack of a fundamental rights oriented interpretation of referenda is further reinforced by constitutions, too. While suffrage belongs to the minimum-content of constitutions, the right to take part in a referendum can easily be left out of the list of fundamental rights -even in those countries, which recognize the institution of national referendum and have a codified constitution. 6
A fundamental right is born
In the course of the nearly three decades history of the third Hungarian republic, the instrument of referendum played an important role in the political and constitutional system. For example, the first referendum was held just one month after the 'regime changing' constitutional amendment which came into effect on 23 October 1989. The so-called "fourtimes-yes referendum" 7 was initiated by four parties of the former opposition and thanks to its success the President of the republic was elected at the constitutive session of the parliament formed in April 1990. This led to the amendment of the procedure for the election of the head of state, a system originally conceived by the "national roundtable" 8 which has as its aim to prevent the appointment of a socialist politician. 9 Hence, one of the crucial turning points of the change of political regime was decided by way of referendum, it had an influence on the form of government, the system of the separation of powers and finally, it prevented the Socialist Party from preserving its power. While this form of direct democracy was of key significance, exercising referenda was not based on a fundamental right, since the 1989 text of the constitution did not set forth the right to take part in a referendum. It merely declared that the people shall exercise their power "through their elected representatives or directly". 10 With a 1994 amendment of the constitution 11 the right to take part in a referendum became a genuine fundamental right. 12 Between 1989 and 1994 the right to take part in a referendum was provided for and regulated by the Act on referendum. 13 The only constitutional basis for exercising direct democracy was the abovementioned general declaration in the constitution on the forms of democracy. But this also meant that there was no constitutional restriction on the concrete method(s) of exercising direct democratic power. The exercise of direct democratic power may take several forms: from the compulsory referendum through agenda initiatives 14 to the exercise of the freedom of assembly 15 . At the same time, the textual -and restrictive -interpretation of the constitutional provision would allow for the abolition of the referendum as long as one -necessarily weaker -form of direct democracy exists. 16 Nevertheless, in 1991 the Constitutional Court opted for a different interpretation of Article 2 (2) of the Constitution, and declared that "the right to take part in a referendum is a fundamental right derived from the sovereignty of the people". 17 Thus, the right to take part in a referendum was treated as a fundamental right in the period between 1991 and 1994, notwithstanding the fact that it was (merely) based on the CC's extensive interpretation of a principle enshrined in the Constitution. 18 (Hungarian Socialist Party of Workers), the oppositional forces (which could not function as real political parties owing to the single party system) and the so-called "Third Side" (quite weightless next to the state party and the opposition). The role of the National Roundtable was to ensure the peaceful change of regime, to prevent a revolution. Decisions made by the National Roundtable were accepted by the parliament of the party state, so the Roundtable -and not the parliament -was the forum of real political negotiations and decision-making in questions which were crucial for the democratic transition.
9 The direct election of the head of state would have presumably resulted in the victory of a socialist politician, because just after the change of regime socialist politicians were well known by the people.
10 Act XX of 1949 on the Constitution of the Republic of Hungary Article 2 (2).
11 Act LXI of 1994 on the modification of Act XX of 1949 on the Constitution of the Republic of Hungary.
12 Article 70 (1) of the Constitution: "All adult Hungarian citizens residing in the territory of the Republic of Hungary have the right to be elected and the right to vote in Parliamentary elections, local government elections or minority self-government elections, provided that they are present in the country on the day of the election or referendum, and furthermore to participate in national or local referenda or popular initiatives."
13 Act XVII of 1989 Article 2 (1): "Voters have the right to take part in a referendum and people's initiative." 15 Although it is quite strange to classify the freedom of assembly as a form of direct democracy, it is based on the decision no. 30/2015. (X. 15.) of the Constitutional Court, which stated that "the freedom of assembly shall be interpreted as a manifestation of direct democracy".
Irrespective of the CC's 1991 decision, in 1994 the referendum received a more solid, codified constitutional basis, creating a new model of referendum: a fundamental right. Since the emergence of the institution of referendum raised a special aspect of the separation of powers by directly involving the people in legislation, the new model also impacted on the parliament's autonomy (increasing its constitutional elbow-room).
A constitutional amendment which came into effect in 1997 also affected the scope of the right to take part in a referendum. Namely, several detailed rules on the scope of this right were enshrined in the constitution, such as the requirements surrounding the initiation of a referendum (e. g. the subject-matter of the referendum must fall under the competence of the parliament, meanwhile, several subject-matters were also excluded from referendum at the time). 19 Hungary's new constitution of 2011, the so-called Fundamental Law preserved the right to take part in a referendum as a fundamental right. It followed the 1997 regulatory model on the detailed regulation of direct democracy, albeit the list of excluded subject-matters was partly amended. 20 However, it wasn't just the constitutional provisions that were renewed after 2010: new acts on referendum 21 and the electoral procedure 22 were adopted by the parliament.
The structure of the right to take part in a referendum
Objective and subjective scope of the right
The CC examined the structure of the right to take part in a referendum in its 1997 decision. It clarified, that this right covers both participation in voting in the referendum (the narrow substance of the right) and submitting the referendum initiative, supporting the initiative by signing it and, what is implied: the collection of signatures (broader substance of the right). The implicit limitations of the fundamental right model must be also noted: initiation cannot be interpreted as a fundamental right in case the initiator is a state body. This is important, because according to the Constitution and the Fundamental Law, voters, the Government and the President of the republic may submit a referendum initiative. Since 1997 the rules governing referenda are located in three chapters of the constitutional document -be it the Constitution or the Fundamental Law. 23 The declaration of the existence enon in the CC's jurisprudence, especially in the first era of its operation. The so-called "Sólyom Court" -which was named after the president of the CC -developed the concept of the "invisible constitution" in the 1990s. The invisible constitution was constructed from the decisions of the CC, and its name reflected the concept that the real meaning of the constitution could not be gleaned merely from the constitution's text. Instead, it only became visible through the jurisprudence of the CC, with the CC stipulating for itself a great freedom in the interpretation of the constitution. Following the millennium and owing to personnel changes in the CC, the level of the court's activism was consolidated.
19 See point 5.1.
20 Article 8 of the Basic Law.
21 Act CCXXXVIII of 2013 on Initiating Referenda, the European Citizens' Initiative and Referendum Procedure.
22 Act XXXVI of 2013 on Electoral Procedure.
23 Since 1997 -when the right to take part in a referendum and the detailed regulation on referenda became part of the Constitution -the Constitution and the Fundamental Law regulated this aspect of the referendum in of direct democracy is enshrined in the chapter on principles. The detailed rules can be found in the chapter on state organization (following the rules on parliament), and the right to take part in a referendum is part of the chapter on fundamental rights. Although the possibility of submitting a question for referendum by voters, the Government and the head of state is foreseen in the same article of the constitution (in the chapter on state bodies), an initiative submitted by the Government or the head of state cannot be interpreted as exercising a fundamental right, since state bodies do not have fundamental rights. As such, the possibility of state bodies to submit referendum initiatives is a simple competence-rule, not a fundamental right provision. It strengthens the state-centred model of regulating referenda. The CC solved the discrepancy between the fundamental right oriented model of referendum and the competence of the Government and the president of the republic to initiate a referendum in a peculiar way: the CC declared, that the only real form of direct democracy is the referendum initiated by the voters. 24 Focusing only on the right to take part in a referendum it must be noted, that the Constitution and the Fundamental Law declared it to be a right which can be exercised by "every adult Hungarian citizen". That is, the constitution-making power regulated this right as the right of those persons who have Hungarian citizenship. The CC enlarged the personal (subjective) scope of this right, by deeming it a collective right: collectives of voters (adult Hungarian citizens) -especially parties -can also exercise the right to take part in a referendum, because they play relevant role in the referendum process, in particular, in the collection of signatures. 25
Test for reviewing the restriction of the right to take part in a referendum
The CC distinguished between the permissible levels of restricting the right to take part in a referendum depending on the status of the referendum process. In the majority of the cases (the initiation, the collection of signatures, supporting the referendum initiative by signing it, taking part in the voting) the right may be restricted according to the general test governing the restriction of fundamental rights. 26 Such a restriction then affects the subjective aspect of this right, since individual rights are affected in these cases. However, there are several points in the process, where the objective aspects of the right will be stronger than the protection of individual rights. This aspect is particularly apparent at the point where the certification of the referendum question initiated takes place (namely, the checking of its admissibility), because at this point, the whole constitutional system is affected by the referendum process. The protection at this point is aligned with the constitutional function of the referendum. 27 While the CC did not expressly emphasize this, in the very same way. practice, this meant that at the time, the level of protection was lower than the strict general test for the restriction of fundamental rights.
Models for protecting the right to take part in a referendum
Just like the evolution of the right to take part in a referendum, the creation of the system for protecting the right was not a straightforward process, involving several changes to the protection models of the referendum process.
The parliament-centred model
In the first years of the Third Republic, the right to take part in a referendum was not supported by a real -judicial -protection mechanism. The first Act on referendum 28 established a parliament-centred model of referendum procedure. The procedure officially kicked off with the delivery of at least 50,000 signatures to the parliament's speaker. The certification of the submission meant only the checking of the number of valid signatures. 29 There was no preliminary control of the referendum-question to ascertain whether it meets the requirements set forth by the act (i.e. that it falls under the competence of the parliament, and does not pertain to any of the excluded subject matters). This had two important consequences: (1) at the time the signatures were collected it was not for certain, that the question put forward by the referendum initiative was even admissible; and (2) it was the parliament who was to decide on the admissibility of the question (whether it pertains to any excluded subject matter, etc.). This raised a serious question: is the parliament as a political body the appropriate forum for deciding on the legal admissibility of the referendum question initiated? With other words: is this a political or a legal question? Can the parliament be the ultimate guardian of the right to take part in a referendum, a right that in fact challenges its autonomy? From a textual perspective it is questionable whether the lack of judicial protection was unconstitutional or not. The right to take part in a referendum was a statutory right, since the 1989 Act on referendum contained it as the right of each voter. Although "ubi ius, ibi remedium" is a general principle in democracies 30 , the exact scope of the right to legal remedy was seriously restricted by the Hungarian Constitution, which stipulated: "In the Republic of Hungary everyone may seek legal remedy, in accordance with the provisions of the law, to judicial, administrative or other official decisions, which infringe on his rights or justified interests." 31 Since the parliament is not a judicial, administrative body nor an 28 Act XVII of 1989. [W]here a specific duty is assigned by law, and individual rights depend upon the performance of that duty, it seems equally clear that the individual who considers himself injured has a right to resort to the laws of his country for a remedy."
31 Act XX of 1949 Article 57 (5) In this context "official decision" means "decision made by an authority (part of the executive power)".
authority, there was no express constitutional basis for creating a remedy against a parliamentary resolution ordering a referendum or rejecting it. Meanwhile the situation remained unchanged notwithstanding the 1991 decision of CC, who declared the right to take part in a referendum to be a fundamental one. In fact, even after the 1994 constitutional amendment that enshrined this right into the text of the Constitution the situation remained the same, since the right to legal remedy was not premised on the statutory or fundamental character of the right concerned. In conclusion it may be noted, that when it came to the right to take part in a referendum the text of the Constitution required a lower level of protection than what should have been guaranteed based on general democratic principles and common sense (namely, it could be the case that it is not in the interest of the parliament to order a referendum).
The Constitutional Court-centred model
In its decision no. 52/1997. (X. 14.) the CC set forth the constitutional requirement that the remedy of a constitutional complaint against decisions on referendum be established, for taking part in a referendum is a fundamental political right. The CC further declared that the preliminary control of the constitutionality of initiated referendum questions must be ensured. The timing of the CC' decision was quite peculiar: as outlined above, the right to take part in a referendum had been a fundamental right since 1991, that is, the CC waited six years before stipulating these constitutional requirements. Otherwise it was clear, that the lack of remedy against the parliament's resolution on the rejection of a national referendum was unconstitutional irrespective of whether the right concerned was a fundamental right or just a statutory right. In 1997 the CC declared, that the protection of the objective side of the right to take part in a referendum must be reinforced by procedural guarantees, to ensure that referenda initiated can in fact be held with no political factors influencing the process, apart from the will of the voters. This requirement made the establishment of legal controls and remedies necessary at several points of the process. The CC stated that this control shall be ensured by the ordinary courts or by the CC itself. While the CC did not differentiate between the two types of legal control in the grounds of the decision, the operative part of the decision stipulated the mandatory involvement of the CC in the system of remedies against certification decisions. 32 The Parliament fulfilled these constitutional requirements, establishing the National Election Committee 33 as a body responsible for the preliminary 34 certification of referendum questions submitted with the CC controlling the decisions rendered by the NEC. The ordinary remedy forum of NEC's decisions was the CC, which was empowered and obliged 32 Although this paper focuses primarily on the models established for the protection of the right to take part in a referendum, it must be mentioned that the CC extended its own scope of competences with this decision. Later, this competence of the CC acquired great significance, and with it, the CC actually strengthened its status in the system of separation of powers to the detriment of the parliament.
33 Hereinafter: NEC.
to control whether the NEC's decisions conformed to the requirements laid down in the Constitution and in the Act on referendum. In fact, this competence is an outlier among the ordinary competences of the CC, which are related only to constitutional issues. The Parliament elaborated a detailed referendum process in 1998, with explicit regard to the right to remedy. Besides supervising the certification of referendum questions, the CC controlled the parliament's resolutions ordering or rejecting referenda. Ordinary courtsnamely the Supreme Court -were the remedy forum proceeding in cases where NEC decisions rendered on the authentication of the number of supporting signatures, the number of votes and issues relating to referendum campaigns were challenged. Although the ordinary courts also held remedy competences, the most important points of the process were controlled by the CC with the opportunity to influence NEC practice, developing hereby the conditions of direct democracy on the national level. Since the CC had the final say at the most crucial points of the referendum process, this system is called a Constitutional Court-centred model. Of course, the CC-centred model also has its benefits and disadvantages. The most important argument speaking for this model is the strong constitution-centredness of the certification of referendum questions. The interpretation of the requirements governing the referendum question's certification (both as to whether it falls under the parliament's competence and is not an excluded subject-matter) and the relationship between direct and representative forms of democracy (fine-tuned by each decision rendered on the certification of a referendum question) go to the heart of constitutionalism, often resulting in "hard cases". From this point of view, the most competent forum for taking the final decision on the referendum question's certification is the CC. The difficulty of this task is well evidenced by the fact that in respect of the scope of parliamentary competence, the CC changed its jurisprudence twice within just two decades. 35 But the interpretation of several excluded subject-matters -such as hidden amendments of the constitution or questions concerning fiscal issues -were also specified in the CC's practice, which must be interpreted in the light of other rules and principles of the constitution. Owing to its competence in referendum cases, the CC could develop a consistent practice on issues related to referenda and other cases, too.
The biggest disadvantage of this model was that it exacerbated the case-load of the CC. Especially in 2006 and 2007, when the number of the referenda initiated and remedy cases was extremely high, their topics often frivolous 36 , adjudicating these cases necessitated ample time, increasing the number of remainder cases 37 .
The Curia-centred model
In the framework of the general overhaul of Hungary's legal system between 2010 and 2014, the referendum procedure and the competences of the CC were also amended. The 35 See point 4.
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first step of the referendum procedure remained almost unchanged: the NEC decides on the certification of the referendum questions initiated. The remedy forum against NEC's decision changed: the Curia -formerly named SC -became the general control body of the NEC.
The disadvantages of this model must be also mentioned. Firstly, as a formal aspect, the issue of case-load should be addressed: Curia judges have a much higher case-load, than the members of the CC owing to their other competences. Accordingly, the Curia can dedicate much less time to a referendum case than the CC. 38 This is all the more problematic, if we take into account the difficulty of these cases. As mentioned above, several aspects of the certification of referendum questions require the interpretation of the constitution. Besides the lack of time, another problem may be raised in relation to the interpretation of the constitution: due to the Curia's new competence, the number of the constitution-interpreting body's members was doubled. Although the decisions of the CC are binding upon everyone, in practice, the Curia can cut itself adrift from the CC. The reason for this is quite simple: the real chance to relegate the Curia's decision to the CC is quite low. With 2012 the institution of constitutional complaint was extended and, following the German model, the so-called 'real constitutional' complaint was introduced by the Fundamental Law and the 2011 Act on the CC. The point of the real constitutional complaint is to create a quasi remedy forum against the decisions of the ordinary courts, if they are based on an unconstitutional interpretation of the law. The real constitutional complaint is not an ordinary type of remedy 39 , and it is really difficult to submit an admissible complaint. The following requirements must be met for an admissible complaint: a) it can be submitted by the person or organisation affected by the court decision; b) the court decision is contrary to the Fundamental Law; c) the court decision violates their rights laid down in the Fundamental Law, and d) the possibilities for legal remedy have already been exhausted by the petitioner or no possibility for legal remedy is available to him or her; e) the decision was made regarding the merits of the case or was another decision terminating the judicial proceedings; f) the conflict with the Fundamental Law significantly affects the court decision, or the case raises constitutional law issues of fundamental importance.
Points e) and f) are classical 'de minimis'-rules giving a broad margin of discretion to the CC in deciding whether or not to accept a complaint. These conditions are the most important filters preventing the CC from turning into a part of the judiciary. The CC relies on these points often as the basis for refusing complaints 40 , but it has particularly stressed the significance aspect in referendum cases, because the CC only deals with those parts of the Curia's decision that are directly based on the Fundamental Law. As pointed out above, there are several requirements that must be met for the certification of the referendum question; these are based on Act on referendum, not the constitution. The CC's decision will be without prejudice to the Curia's decision in these (non-constitutional) aspects, even if they influence the enforcement of the right to take part in a referendum. 41 The condition laid down in point d) is automatically met, since the Curia is the highest forum in the system of the ordinary judiciary, therefore, legal remedy is not available against its decisions. The requirement under point b) is fulfilled in case the complaint meets the requirement set forth in point c): a decision that violates a fundamental right is per se contrary to the Fundamental Law (because it is the Fundamental Law that contains the fundamental rights).
In respect of point c), it is of course the right to take part in a referendum and the right to fair trial upon which the complaint may be based. Therefore, most of the decisions of the CC dealing with Curia decisions on the certification of referendum questions interpret the scope of the right to take part in a referendum. This element of the acceptance-test is particularly strict: there are hundreds of rules in a constitution that do not form part of the chapter on fundamental rights (fundamental principles, values, procedural rules, rules on competences, etc.). The CC interprets this requirement extremely narrowly: a complaint stated, that the Curia erred in its interpretation of the parliaments' competence (see the requirements applicable to the certification a referendum question), yet the CC did not consider this to be grounds for allowing the complaint. Hence, a general reference to the violation of the right to take part in a referendum owing to the misinterpretation of a certification requirement (even where this is contained in the Fundamental Law) shall not suffice for the CC to declare the violation of this right. 42 Point a) is also a narrowly interpreted element of the acceptance-test, because the CC stated, that the mere fact that an individual has the right to vote shall not make him directly concerned by the Curia's decision. 43
Some issues affecting the status of referenda in the constitutional system
Subject-matters
Subjects-matters play the most important role in increasing or limiting the relevance of referenda in a constitutional system: if there are topics where holding a referendum is compulsory, direct democracy has automatic avenues to prevail. On the other hand, the legal and political elbow-room of the bodies of representative democracy can be ensured by stipulating topics excluded from referendum subjects. The greater the number of compulsory subject-matters, the stronger direct democracy will be, meanwhile, increasing the number of excluded topics will weaken direct democracy. Although the 1989 Act on referendum expressly declared that a new constitution shall be reinforced by a national referendum, the CC excluded the people from partaking in the constitution-making power, as this is the exclusive competence of the parliament. 44 Between 1989 and 1993 no new constitution was made, hence, this compulsory referendum topic was never applied in practice. There was only one topic where holding a referendum was compulsory according to the constitution, namely, EU-accession. Of course, it was not a normative rule of the Constitution, and after the holding this referendum in 2003, this rule was automatically repealed. Except for the unconstitutional requirement laid down in the 1989 Act on referendum and the "single use" rule on the compulsory referendum on EU-accession, the mandatory referendum was not part of the Hungarian constitutional system. Since the change of political regime, the most important requirement regarding the subject matter of the referendum initiative is that it must fall under the competence of the Parliament. Because of the general legislative competence of the Parliament, at first sight this requirement is only a distinction between the subjects regarding national and local issuesand accordingly, between national and local referenda 45 , but it can be used as a real restriction of national referendum initiatives. The role of this requirement must be interpreted in the light of the Parliament's legislative power. As mentioned above, the CC's jurisprudence changed twice in this subject-matter, but finally the CC chose the 'referendum-friendly' interpretation. On the other hand, the Curia interprets this requirement in a highly restrictive -and in my opinion unconstitutional -way. The concrete question was the following: if the Parliament authorized the Government or a member of the Government to regulate a topic, does the Parliament lose its legislative power this very area? Although acts adopted by the Parliament rank higher in the hierarchy of legal norms, than governmental decrees, the Curia declared that Parliament loses its legislative power in such cases. 46 The Curia's interpretation favours the parliamentary majority and its politically loyal Government. This makes it easy to forego referendum initiatives on certain topics: the Parliament only needs to authorize the Government to regulate that topic, and the topic is thereby excluded from the competence of the Parliament and hence, from the subject-matters of referenda. 47 Legal provisions governing referenda traditionally abound with excluded subject-matters. Excluded topics are those on which holding a referendum is prohibited, notwithstanding the fact that they actually do fall under the competence of the Parliament. The 1997 constitutional amendment not only elevated the rules on excluded subject-matters to the level of the constitution, but also extended the scope, the number of excluded topics. The 1989 Act on referendum foresaw only three excluded subject-matters (fiscal questions, personnel decisions and issues relating to international treaties), while the 1997 constitutional amendment listed ten (!) excluded topics. The Parliament, as the legislator of the constitutional amendment, did not follow the CC's decision on declaring constitutional amendments to be an excluded topic, because the Constitution following its 1997 amendment merely declared its provisions on national referenda to be excluded subject-matters. In spite of the Constitution's text, the CC upheld its jurisprudence on this question, and it defended the entire text of the constitution from referendum initiatives. The Fundamental Law changed the scope of excluded subject-matters, but it was much rather a fine-tuning than a model-change: it specified constitutional amendments in conformity with CC jurisprudence, extending the list of excluded topics with acts governing the election of MPs, MEPs, local self government representatives and mayors. The next table shows the changes made regarding the extent of excluded subject-matters: Table 1 Overview of excluded subject matters 1989-1997 1997-2011 provisions 
2012-
Source: own compilation
The interpretation of excluded subject-matters affects the relationship between direct and representative democracy. Although both the CC and the Curia stated the need for a narrow interpretation of this requirements, their jurisprudence are in flux, particularly on budgetary issues.
Personal scope of rules governing the submitting of referendum initiatives
The most important indicator of the popular or elite (government or opposition)-friendly models of referenda is the personal scope of rules governing the submitting of referendum initiatives. The 1989 Act on referendum, the Constitution after 1997 and the Fundamental Law also foresaw a competence for initiating referenda for the head of state and the Government, but they also knew the popular initiative. The 1989 and 1997 rules ensured the submitting of referenda as a collective right of MPs. From 1989 to 1997 50 MPs (approx. 13 % of MPs) could initiate a facultative referendum, between 1997 and 2011 one-third of the MPs held this right. Since this right could be exercised by a qualified minority of MPs, it was a right of the parliamentary opposition. 49 This oppositional right was quite weak, because -just like the head of state and governmental initiated referendum, the one initiated by the opposition was a facultative referendum. This means, that the Parliament (with relative majority) decided freely on whether or not to order the referendum (i.e. it was a political question). Initiating a facultative referendum cannot be a tool for obstruction, 50 therefore, the opposition could not force the parliamentary majority to comply by submitting the initiative. Although the referenda initiated by the Head of state or the Government were also facultative, thanks to party-and faction-discipline, the Government -leaning to the governmental side of parliament (the parliamentary majority) -can easily achieve the ordering of a national referendum. From this point of view, the rules governing initiating and ordering referenda are government-friendly. But what is the reason for a government-initiated referendum, if the Government -thanks to its majority in the parliament -can rule the legislative activity of the Parliament without the need for any form of direct democracy? On the one hand, political communication, and need for setting the agenda of political discourse may be the explanation for the existence of government initiated referenda. 51 Another reason could be the system of qualified majority legislation: in Hungary there are several topics, which may be regulated by cardinal acts, i.e. acts adopted by a two-thirds majority of the MPs present. If the Government wants to amend a cardinal act, but does not have a two-thirds majority in the Parliament, the Government can force the Parliament's hand via a valid and conclusive referendum, because the decision made in a referendum is binding upon the Parliament. 52 A voters-initiated referendum can be compulsory or facultative, depending on the number of signatures collected. In 1997 the number of signatures necessary was doubled, which made initiating a referendum much more difficult. It was a "parliament-friendly", and, accordingly "counter-referendum" amendment. It may be understood as a step, which confines the "civilian face" of referenda and emphasizes the role of the political elite in the referendum procedure -especially parties from the side of both the government and the opposition. Since 1997 the strongest form of direct democracy, the compulsory national referendum can only be initiated by 200,000 voters, representing approximately 2.5 % of the voters. Although it is an not a strict requirement in international comparison 53 , collecting 200,000 valid signatures is almost impossible without the help of a party. 54 Meanwhile, this threshold it is not a strong limitation for a well-organized party 55 .
The following table shows the changes affecting the initiation of compulsory and facultative referenda: Table 2 Changing of the minimum number of signatures needed for initiating a referendum
Finally, another restriction of administrative nature to voter-initiated referenda should be noted: where the organiser of a citizen-initiated referendum is a private individual, the question shall be submitted with supporting signatures of at least twenty voters whose maximum number must not exceed thirty. This rule, which aims to prevent frivolous initiatives, was put into effect by the 2013 Act on referendum. 53 BERAMENDI et al., 69; KOMÁROMI, 153. 54 In the past decade there was only one initiative, that could collect more than 200,000 signatures without party support: in 2009 a private individual, Mária Seres initiated a referendum on the topic of the MP's allowance. Later she established a political party, this however did not become a relevant power in the Hungarian political system. In 2017 a local referendum initiative, the "NOLYMPICS" initiative was how the Momentum Movement entered the national political arena. Momentum become a party a few months after its referendum campaign, and it gained more than 1 % in the 2018 parliamentary elections. It must be noted, that these two initiatives did not result in the holding of referenda, because the Parliament modified the regulation on MP's allowances and the representative body of the Budapest self-government withdrew its application for the 2024 Olympic games, following the collection of the necessary signatures, albeit just before the day of voting.
55 The incumbent governing party, Fidesz initiated a referendum on three questions in 2007. In that year Fidesz was an opposition party. The three questions were about social issues, which were in the focus of the Government's reforms, but they were extremely unpopular (university tuition fee, doctor's visit fee, fee for hospital stay). Fidesz collected more than 300,000 signatures within 48 hours(!). The Act on referendum ensured 120 days for collection. 
1989
Result
Requirements set forth in respect of the referendum's result attest to the level of difficulty of achieving a legally binding result by referendum. The stringency of the relevant rules is evidenced by the legal distinction made between validity and conclusiveness. Validity means a turnout quorum, while conclusiveness refers to the distribution of valid votes. The stricter the turnout threshold, the less "referendum-friendly" the regulation is, because mobilization of voters is a difficult task. During the three decades examined in this paper, two models of referendum results existed: between 1989 and 1997, and after 2012 distinction was made between validity and conclusiveness. In these periods, validity meant that more than half of all voters had cast valid votes (turnout). The referendum was considered as conclusive if more than half of those who had voted validly gave the same answer to the referendum question. In practice, this meant that a valid referendum could be non-conclusive, if each options of answer gains the same amount of votes. Since it is only a hypothetical possibility, it is clear, that it is validity, which is the relevant requirement. The other model regarding referendum results was introduced only a few days prior to the referendum on NATO-accession. Surveys showed, that the expected turnout will not reach the 50 % limit. An amendment of the constitution the formally abolished the turnout quorum, yet in the framework of the requirement of conclusiveness it was retained as an approval quorum 56 : the votes cast in favour of a proposal must reflect 25 % of registered voters. Hence, there was no explicit turnout quota, but a referendum would not be considered conclusive, if less than 25 % of voters cast a valid vote. 57
Effects of referenda -Legal consequences
The effect of a referendum may be binding or consultative. Before the Fundamental Law came into effect, the Hungarian rules governing direct democracy provided for a consultative type of national referendum. Despite the fact that the law foresaw a possibility of organizing a consultative referendum, no such referendum was held during this period. From this point of view, the Fundamental Law did not change the relationship between the direct and representative democracy de facto, but merely adjusted the rules to actual practice (reality). The result of a referendum was never considered to be a source of law, so it was never directly applicable. The Parliament is the only addressee of the result of a valid and conclusive referendum. erendum's result. This is the strongest effect of the referendum when compared with other forms of direct democracy. There are several institutions, procedures which may be used to put political pressure on the Parliament (for example, by exercising the freedom of assembly), but the referendum is the only one which can restrict the Parliament's political and legislative elbow-room for a certain period of time. 58 At the same time, the need for the Parliament to take action to implement the result of the referendum reflects the limitations of this form of direct democracy. The legally binding force of the referendum decision becomes illusory, if it cannot be enforced de facto. The Parliament as a whole (as a constitutional body) is obliged 'execute' the decision taken in referendum. But the single MPs have a free mandate, they shall not be called to account for their vote. If the Parliament neglects its legislative duty arising from a referendum decision, the only legal consequence can be the CC's decision establishing the Parliament's omission. Nevertheless, the rules stipulated by the referendum's results cannot be enacted without the Parliament.
Conclusion
During three decades of the Third Hungarian Republic, the national referendum's constitutional role and model changed several times owing to the amendment of the relevant legislation and the changes in the CC's and Curia's jurisprudence. As a conclusion, it can be stated that a clear trend may be identified from the regulation of referenda: the clearly "referendum-friendly" 1989 rules were amended to become mainly "parliament-friendly". It must be noted, that while the Hungarian constitutional system (unlike German or US system) still contains the institution of national referendum, the citizen-initiated "referendum threat" 59 is decreasing tendentiously. Meanwhile, the political elite, especially the Government and the strongest parties have the greatest chance of organizing a successful referendum. Restrictions have increasingly been put in place at crucial points of the regulation: the abolition of the compulsory referendum in the constitution-making process, increasing the number of the excluded subject-matters, doubling the number of the signatures needed for a citizens-initiated referendum reflect this course.
There were some points in the regulation, which aimed at the strengthening of the citizen-initiated referendum. The most important element of this trend was the establishment of the fundamental rights-oriented model of direct democracy and the creation of a remedy system in the referendum process. As I have pointed out, it is difficult to interpret several aspects of referendum in the fundamental rights oriented model of the direct democracy, so it could not counterbalance those elements of the regulation which pose limitations to the citizen-initiated referenda. The changes in the models of protection for the fundamental right to take part in a referendum had institutional consequences, too. In fact, the interpretation and protection of this right led to the modification of the system of the division of powers. Bodies involved in the application of the relevant rules, and in particular, the CC had a great impact on the development of the regulatory framework. Indeed, the jurisprudence of the CC was decisive for the most recent change of protection model: without the strict interpretation of the acceptance test elements for the admissibility of constitutional complaints, access to the CC would be easier, and, as a result, the Curia would not have a leading role in the interpretation of the constitutional rules regarding the certification of referendum questions. The role of those bodies which apply the rules governing referenda, namely the Curia and the CC is decisive for determining the place of the referendum in the constitutional system. The jurisprudence of these bodies did not follow such a clear trend as the regulation. The CC played a relevant role in the development of the regulation, sometimes even directly, by formulating constitutional requirements to be implemented by the legislator. Both the CC's and the Curia's jurisprudence contain decisions in favour of referenda and against this form of direct democracy, so their jurisprudence is in a constant flux. For example, the development of the fundamental rights oriented model of referendum was important for supporting and protecting direct democracy, and in particular, its strongest form, the citizen-initiated referendum. On the other hand, the enhanced protection of the Parliament's constitution-making power weakened direct democracy. There are several break-out points in the Hungarian regulation of referenda. It is worth considering a conceptual turn in the relevant regulation: the present model focuses on the restriction of direct democracy; this is clearly shown by the number of excluded subject-matters. There are several examples from other countries, that the subject matters presently excluded in Hungary, are less threatening than they seem. Even if it is the political and constitutional culture that is decisive in the extension of direct democracy, introducing a compulsory referendum to approve constitution-making or amending legislation is recommended to ensure greater legitimacy for the Parliament's constitutional decision.
